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Volume Cm THE WOOSTER VOICE APRIL 17, 1987
TOWARD S WRITING SKILLS
Rusty Hood and Wes Johnston is creator and faculty advisor of The
Wooster Review; a respected literary
As most of you know, the . magazine, founder of the Freshman
Committee on Teaching and Tenure, I File, and current Director of the
along with the imanimous. support of Reading and Writing Center, not to across some very startling yet
the English Department mention his teaching in such disturbing information. As a member
recommended mat Michael Allen not courses as' Freshman Seminar, of the GLCA (The Great Lakes
be granted a new contract at The Rhetoric and Writing. Composition College Association, which includes
College of Wooster. The influence and Creative Writing. It is our Albion, Antioch. Dennison.
Professor Allen has had on the conviction that Professor Allen's Depauw, Earlham. Hope, Kalamazoo,
development and awareness of involvment in this fashion shows Kenyon. Oberlin, Ohio Wesley an
writing here at Wooster was stated his committment and desire to make and Wabash) The College of
in last week's issue of The Voice. He Wooster realize the importance of Wooster strays from the general
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David A. Den
The decision was made
instantly after Professor Michael
Allen, Assistant Professor of
English, was denied tenure by the
Department of English. The Wooster
Review was shutting down the
presses. A publication conceived by
Professor Michael Allen in the early
1980's gave Wooster the same
degree of prestige that Kenyon
College enjoys with its nationally
recognized "Kenyon Review." "The
first issue was Michael's blood,
sweat, and tears. Although the
student board does a great deal of
work most of the contacts with
writers, prizes awarded and the
publisher , are Michael's creation.'
commented senior co-edit- or Stuart
Safford.
Michael Allen, who
received his Bachealor of Arts from
The College of Wooster in 1969 and
his ' Masters and Doctorate from
Indiana University in 1973 and
1978 respectively, was the sole
artistic and literary creator of The
Wooster Review. The Review, a
publication funded by The Dean's
Office of The College of Wooster
officially reserves the final decision
regarding the fate of the publication.
In 1983, Wooster alumni and friend
of Michael Allen, Stephen
Donaldson, whose science fiction
books have received national
acclaim, bequeathed the sum of
twenty-thorn- s and dollars which was
to endow the Review. "The
Donaldson Gift was the work of
Michael Allen." comments junior
English major and poetry co-edi- tor
of The Review Jon Barclay. " There
is the possibility that the
endowment could be taken away
when Michael departs." Although
college funding covers publishing
costs the endowment is used to
sponsor the annual Donaldson Prize
for Fiction and Poetry. "We use the
interest from the twenty thousand
for the prize money. We haven't
touched the endowment, so to
speak." stated Safford.
The latest decision by (he
English Department to deny tenure
came as a sharp blow to The Review
The possibilities were
limitless as to what The Wooster
Review could do for The College of
Wooster. The academic and practical
NEWS ANALYSIS
application were priceless and now
it seems the English Department is
content with letting somthing as
nationally recognized as The
Wooster Review "go to pot."
Maintaining mediocrity is nothing
new -- at The College of Wooster.
Both student publications (The
Wooster Voice and Index) swim in
the mire of mediocrity, and the
slightest hint of professionalism, is
suffled at once.
It is estimated that roughly
50 to 60 percent of all college
graduates leave college unprepared in
the rudiments of the English
langauage ( USA Today. September
86'). Is the English a foreign
language? By denying tenure to ;
Professor Michael Allen the English '
Department is saying "no thanks"
for all the hard work, sweat and
blood that went into the Wooster
Review. Petty politics and personal ".
differences must be put aside before
they damage the quality of education
offered. The : English . Department ;
claims that writing is something '
that should have been taught in high
school. To a certain extent this is '
true but the reality is that 50 percent
of all incoming freshman can't write .
-- : continued on page eight
writing in a Liberal Arts education, and Writing Center, and therefore College of - Wooster neglects to
In our attempt to operates under the discretion of the .
discover the standing of writing in a Dean of Faculty rather than the continued on page 12
Liberal Arts education, we stumbled ; '
programs which these institutions
offer in one essential area, and that
is in the amount of attention the
writing process receives within a
Liberal Arts institution. The College
of Wooster is the only participating
institution whose Reading and
Writing Center Director must adhere
to the demands and requirements of
the W"tKA Department while also
trying to serve die needs of the
students. AU other GLCA schools
nave designed a piugiam in which
the Center Director's sole function is
to serve die student in their capacity
to develop more proficient writing
sk2b. As Director of the Center, the
faculty member and the Center itself
are in essence their owa drpai uncut,
separate and free of any - other
Academic' department within that
institution, la addition to the duties
as Director of the Center, the faculty
member does teach writing oriented scrutiny of any single department. ,
courses within the Academic ; It is clear to us, after
ciricuhun but as Director of Reading weighing this information, that die
. Tjc. . :
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Black Students Outraged at Racism
Dear Editor;
We, the members of the
Black Students Association, would
like to express our extreme disgust
for the racist behavior that took
place on Wednesday, April 8 in
Ichabod's during the Lip Sync
contest. The competition involved
performing on stage, impersonating
a group or artist. Members of Phi
Sigma Alpha allowed an individual
in their group to perform in
"Blackface." He was portraying
Clarence Clemens, the saxophone
player in Bruce Springs tein's band.
The make-u- p was used for
authenticity, since this person is
not black. We find it offensive for
several reasons:
1) la the past, whites
have performed in black make-u- p to
protray negative,
stereotypical images of black people
in minstral shows to
entertain racist audiences.
The
posters were eyecatching, perhaps
not because SEX sells but maybe;
because AIDS is a public health!
issue that confronts all segments of;
society. If Mr. Dean was expecting'
a lurid account of the events that
2) There are five black
members in Phi Sigma Alpha. Any
one of them could have
portrayed the band member, since
they were seeking
"authenticity." None were asked.
3) They were warned
on two occasions that this activity
could be offensive to
members of the black community as
well as die campus in
general.
We are outraged mat this
type of activity still exists,
especially at an institution of higher
education of the College of
Woosters caliber. This incident is
evidence of die cryptic racism mat
still prevails on this campus. We
drm that serious steps be taken
to not only punish the individuals
involved, but also to prevent fulute
mradents of its kind from cccuring.
Humans are not immortal
Dear FTItrM".
After reading Mr. Dean's
editorial "A Moral DosefuT in last
week's Voice, I feel compelled to
respond to the moral doseful
presented there. Certainly the
people in attendance that evening
came for a variety of reasons.
resulted m Mr. Thomas disease, he
was surely disappointed. Mr.:
Thomas very, clearly,: though not "
graphically. stated the '
self-destruct-ive behaviors which led '
to his fllnrss. but this was not the
main thrust of his discussion. As a
part of the receptive and responsive
audience, the speaker's
very clear to
I I l ?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
immortal; AIDS is a deadly
so please live your life accordingly.
He treated AIDS not as an mdrvidwl
r
i
In addition, we feel that mis type of
incident could occur through --
ignorance. The only way to
eradicate ignorance is to inform.
We feel that the administration.
should seriously reconsider the
Introduction to Black Studies as a. --
necessary and indeed vital addition
rto the required curriculum. As a
liberal arts institution, it is the f .
responsibility of . the College not
only to educate but to teach its --
students how to learn, grow and
accept. Many of the students on --
this campus come from backgrounds
where they have had no prior .
interaction with African-America- ns
on a personal level and find it emsy
to justify such acts as what
happened at Ichabod's. As a campus H
community, we cannot tolerate
racism on any level. Your "
attention to this matter is ,
trauma, hot at
which weaH
ciiticiind Mr.
his
have AIDS
YvettJB Harris,
BSA
nan problem with
cops. Mr. Dean
for directing
to those who either
does. The fnghtriim tnith is
this, describes potentially everyone
there, and after two hours in
Babcock Lounge we all knew
with AIDS. I feel most
everyone - there - benefitted
bom this weH-SDok- ea
continued on page three
t
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A Terrible Lesson
Have we learned the
lessons of World War n?
" saw her hand reaching, reaching to the sky. Shalom
was alt it said. I knew for that instance Cod had chosen us to be
the chosen ones. Through our trials' and sufferings God would
save us-h- is chosen children. Shalom."
Those are the words of Elie WieseL man whose heart
tells the story about the most trazic period in human historv:
If r the Holocaust. While the world anticipates the verdict of accused
Nazi war criminal John Demjanuk, the question regarding his
involvement and. the atrocities committed have become
secondary to the most important matter at hand. Has the world
really learned from the atrocities of Nazi Germany? Have the
German people learned from the war? Sadly enough, no.
Less than two years ago former Secretary-Gener- al of
the United Nations and current President of Austria, Kurt
Waldheim, was surrounded by controversies regarding hi
involvement with the Nazi's during World War H, but the only
cry of justice was muted when Waldheim commented, "My
victory today should show the world that Austria and its' people
can and will no longer be shadowed by the images of World War
II." History has shown that Austria did not fall to Germany, like
France and Poland, it ran into its' open arms.
Less than three years ago the discovery of Joseph
Mengek, the infamous "Death Doctor" who performed thousands --
of medical experiments on death camp victims, closed any
doubts on U.S. involvement and harboring of Nazi criminals
when it was discovered that Mengele had been travelling
throughout South America at will. The only public reaction was
a defense by the scientific community that lauded his
achievements in the area of genetics. Science now condones
genocide, so I see.
The list could go on forever but the ignorance that has
prevailed is inexcusable, indeed. While "a" society should be
permitted to continue in the path of progress it should never
forget the past. The past, as the old cliche goes, is the link, the
teacher, the moral guide toward the future.
The war crime trial of John Demjanuk is not a lesson
in revenge but a lesson in history. A lesson sorely neglected.
The world must be shown the inhumane treatment, the pain, and
the suffering that millions of Jews endured during the monstrous
reign of Adolph Hitler. It is not a matter of looking at Nazi
Germany with objective eyes. Germany and its' diabolical
scheme to create the master race was the most severe and
costliest crusade ever in human history. A crusade the German
people must never be allowed to forget. The elitism that was
displayed during Nazi Germany was not some instananeous
creation. History has shown that the German people have
always considered themselves "better" than the rest of the
world. This degree of elitism must be harnessed once and for all
before it surfaces again.
John Demjanuk, whether he is found guilty or innocent
will be an invaluable lesson for the entire world. Perhaps the
world wishes to forget the gas chambers, the mass grave pits,
people skins' used for lamp shades, their hair for nets, their
gold teeth for jewelry. Maybe the world wants to remember the
good times, the valiant times when the U.S. rushed the shores --
to defeat the German and the massive front by the Russians, but
the scores of human dead is too great. to ever vanish from our
memory. Their can never be .and their never will be a
punishment that befits the crime for the German people. If --the
buden of the Holocaust feels like a millstone around their neck
let them be thankful the world has not cast them into the water.
For surely they would drown.
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Immortal continued
continued from page 2
man's frankness and willingness to
bare, himself in order to raise our
consciousness of the human side of
this --deadly disease."! would venture
that Mr. Dean was one of the few
who left Babcock mcreduous.
Sabra A. Aaron
Administrative
arrogance?
Dear Editor.
. The Committee on
Teaching Staff and Tenure's decision
not to renew Professor Michael
Allen's contract is yet another
example of administrative arrogance.
Student opinion apparently carries
no weight with the Committee.
Professor Allen joins a long list of
professors, most recently Alan
Copsey, who have been forced to
leave the College desipe their
obvious excellence as teachers.
Professor Allen is first
and foremost a teacher. What better
proof of this can there be than the
large number of students served by
the Reading and Writing Center this
year? Under Professor Allen the
Center has utilized one of its most
valuable teaching resources, its own
students. .
Our experience as Peer
Tutors in the Reading and Writing
Center showed us for the first time
that learning can be a two-wa- y
street. The students who came to us
helped us as much as 'we helped
them. This is what educaton is all
about. Too often in the classroom
professors end up lecturing to
themselves. Professor Allen made
the Center a place where . students
could talk as well as listen.
Now this willingness to
listen is being punished. It is no
longer - a secret that the
administration prefers publishing
machines to genuine teachers.
While admissions office brochures
continue to present Wooster as a
place where teaching comes first.
Professor Allen's dismissal suggests
that teaching really comes last
Professor Allen is a fine
teacher. The increasing numbers of
studetns who come to the Reading
hd Writing Center, the waiting list
for his creative writing courses, and
the growing reputation of The
Wooster Review are all a testament
to this. Why does the College
reward such excellence with
dismissal? It is a question every
College of Wooster student should
ask as tuition rises each year.
Jennifer Allison
Naive?
Dear Editor.'
I have always believed in
"the system." I've assumed there
was reason for why things work as
they do and that the people up
"above" knew what they were doing.
Eventually everything would always
work out. .Some say this is
optimistic. Some say this is naive.
And others say it is simply stupid.
Of the three, I of course prefer
optimistic, but who knows? In
order to vent some personal
frustration, however, I will take the
risk involved in personal disclosure.
The tenure issue is in the
thoughts of many. This is not the
first time that this is the case.
There are always favored faculty that
come and. go with no good
explanation except, "This is the way
it is supposed to be." Well, forgive
my innocence, but WHY?
My experience has
shown that students, like other
types of people, develop ideas that
may not be completely accurate.
They formulate opinions without
always investigating the issue. I
also have not taken the time to sit
down with Dr. Bucher to ask the
questions I am longing to ask. Yet,
I am not quite sure that in that
situation I could say what I want
As president of an
organizaton which attempts to link
students with alumni. I am afraid
that many seniors are leaving
feeling pretty sour. They are feeling
like Wooster is solely a business.,
operation. -- which attempts to make
the most money with the least ,
amount of effort Many students
take the information they know and
expound on it Tenured professors
--
1 nnnn.i TllM, tt,1lAWN I
say. "Why give it? This professor
is too vocal. Talks too much."
Those "above" say, "Why keep
him?" When professors that the
students admire and respect are
terminated with little explanation or
even recognition of the confusion
that is caused, why should they
think otherwise?
I am hoping that within
this same issue of the Voice,
someone from "above" will address
this issue; and I will be proven
wrong. There is probably little
chance of a full explanation of this
sensitive issue, but it seems more
important that it is recognized.
Students are frustrated, and it would
have been impossible to miss this. .
unless someone really wasn't
listening. I hear that it is a joke to
think students have any power. I
would like to think I had some say
in keeping a quality professor.
Above and beyond that, however. I
want to know that someone cares
what I think.
In the past there . have
been many discussions about the
College's lack of community. The.
word has been thrown
around so much it now resembles
another taboo word Scot Spirit
There were many people discussing
this issue my freshman year, but for
-
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whatever reason it has gone by the
wayside where no one dares to' tread. "
The lack of unity on this campus is
not unique to Wooster. r From my
biased perspective, however, '
Wooster is different I know people
care, act niiiiiwn uu mu u una
perfect time for someone to' lessen
the gap between me administration ,.
and faculty and the students, and
nothing happens.- - - ';
It is true that I may not
i . .t-- ni
mean something.' -- - .
Tiffany M. Reichert '
An important
distinction
Dear Editor,
I write to point out an
important distinction .regarding
David Dean's
. reference to Erika
Laquer in his editorial supporting
basis on which to comment on
either the Allen decision or the
others mentioned in the article, but 1
was Chair of the Department of
History at the time Ms. Laquer was
denied tenure. The decision to
recommend Ms. Laquer for.
reappointment and tenure had the
iuuuuiiuiui muyiyvii i uw , nuunj
Department, and, the Teaching Staff
and Tenure Committee coricurred and
validated . that recommendation.
President Copland denied this
of merit but- - on external, structural
reasons. The Department, the
Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee and even the President
agreed that Ms. Laquer merited a
positive decision. I think this is an
important distinction which you and
your readers might well -- ponder. A
direct Departmental appeal to the
College Board of Trustees failed.
A new uat.il
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response
to your editorial "A Moral DosefuL"
I am responding to the fact that it
was stated 'In this article that the
speaker, Richard A. Thomas, did not
give information oh medical issues
mvolved with the illness of AIDS.
When the 'GayLesbian Support
Group decided to invite Mr. Thomas
to speaks we, wanted something
.different and new. The subject alone
is very interesting, but we wanted a
different outlook. .The International
Students Association finrtn
Uam kJAMaiata a - - - -wu0U4 WI1IUUUCU U16 VUIl7Ua .
with medical information on AIDS.
.....tms miormanon is avauaoie to tne .
public and is available to the
conimuvu uu vst
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Late Night Musings
Graham Rayman
CWmmI XfteJKgfltfCLXaict
purchases. So, I bought a 3 cent
mint. I would have clean breath
going in. A good omen. Or so I
thought.
I followed the
hand-scrawle- d signs into their
office. Posters advocating different
after ten minutes, six others were in my answer, j I wondered what she
the room with me. All of us glanced - would've done. Maybe jumped on
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the occupant, wrestled him or her to
the ground, and screamed, "Don't
give me thai The cause and I want
your money! Now, give it to me,
you apathetic householder, before I
just go in and take it myself." Then
We moved to Marin after I uncomfortably at each other, and, f course the moneywould be
graduated from high school. Marin then at the festooned walls. Our ) donated by by shaking and grateful
is a county in California. I had traffic cop "j interviewer greeted hands.
been away at school for awhile, so I everyone with the same speech, as She let me go with. "We
did not have any contacts to help they arrived, might contact you." Of course she
me in my job hunting. She gave a"presentation" wasn't going to tell me when. But I
The other day. I went in for that lasted just as long as she said it" knew I didn't survive the interview,
an interview at a certain unnamed would. Then, we introduced so I wasn't going to be waiting by
lobbying group. They were looking ouselves. In my little blurb. I the phone.
for people to canvass forgot to give my name. That night I had a dream,
neighborhoods, asking the occupant Fortunately, everyone else in which the interview went the way
for money to support the cause. As forgot as welL One was a graduate I wanted it to.
a political science major. I was student who "just wanted to see what
interested in the work. politics was all about." Another
I dusted off one of my dad's was off to Costa Rica in Januarv
1965 thin lapelled blazers. The while another had just arrived .
yellow and magenta pinstripes were
fading, and there was a split just
above the vent.' Considering that I
was going to be interviewed by
1980 versions of people that that
blazer first saw, it was
inappropriate. But I really wore it
because it was all I had.
The address of their office
could only be in Berkeley. I mean,
where else could one find hosts of
wide-eye- d students to carry the
banner of fairness, and sincere
soliciting.
I parked the car, got out,
locked it, and realized that I didn't
have any meter change. I tired to
get change at a 7-1- 1, but they had a
rule against exchanges without
"Tell me why you .want this
job?"
"I know I can do it. I have
good skills in dealing with people.
Until then, t hadn't realized what a And if that isn't enough then you
hot travel spot the small Central don't know what you want. I say
American country was. forcefully.
Our interviewer then asked : Her eyes -- widen, and she
me in for a "5-- 7 minute" interview, stutters, "Yes I see."
She began by asking "And," I say imperiously
"Please briefly list the two greatest moving in for the kill, "I
problems in America and the world political science major."
today." Then she joked, "and don t
write your doctoral thesis. Oh
come on, I thought.
I agonized for a minute
over the reasons for asking such a
general question that many great
academicians have spent years :
trying to answer. Finally, I dashed,
off something about hunger and the
homeless.
Then came the verbal
section. I spoke quietly
uncertainly. She spoke in her done- -
forceful and motivated manner, as
am a
Of course she says, "That's
very impressive." Then to defend
herself, -- she asks me about the
problems of America.
And I answer, "I can't
beleive someone of your seeming
intelligence would ask such an
unbelievably general question!"
She is down. I move in for
the kill, by questioning her loyalty.
She whimpers and begs me
an(j to take the job to show her how it's
I laugh a laugh that shakes
I'm sure she really was. One right down to her career
question she asked was a real shock, choices and say, "Its obvious to me
"If you came upon a house, and the this chicken outfit isn't ready for
inhabitant had alreadv eiven several me. Call mo in a rmml, nt uo.r.
issues, articles, and maps --covered hundred dollars to organizations like when you get your act together!"
the walls. I had the feeling I was in ours, what would you do?" It was t stajfc out. in a last gasp
some frayed liberal version of a one of those "no way out .on a effort she lunges at me. I shoo her
multi-nationa- l. I was approached or lucky, pal-o-min- e" questions. What away with a triumphant. "Please
assaulted by a graduate of the "direct
'em to their place and make 'em feel
at home at the same time" school of
public relations. My middle and her
first name were the same. Another
good omen, right?
Anyway, I sat down, and
could she be looking fail
My palms began to sweat
with frustration. "Well, uh,"I said.
"I'd probably say thank you and Sun.
pick another time to go back to that Mhouse."
She didn't seem happy with
have some self-respec- t!'
I-
- woke up just as I was
heading out into the bright Berkley
Man, if life was only like that!
tf9 tftM, Thsj McMtjtanM tvyafMB
Editorial Tidbits:
Since I didn't have an article last week, I felt it
only proper mat I return with a full course of editorial delights.
Appetizer:
The Vietnam Memorial
I personally think it's a good idea with only one
problem: It doesn't go far enough. Let's face it. the Vietnam
War's effect on the College of Wooster itself was slight at best.
To place a memorial here just to that one war would be
inappropriate. If we built a memorial to all wars that happend
- during the. College's existence, that would make more sense.
It's certain that at least some Wooster graduates fought for our
country in some war, most likely WW 2. Still. I would dunk it
better if the memorial was one to all wars and the futility of the
same. If it is to be built, let it be a reminder of not merely the
past, but one of the presertt and future.
.
It's strange, but it seems that many of us. Black
and White, automaticly assoicate anyone that is against
afCrmitive action with racism. Well, I am against affirmitive'
action and I am no racist.
-.-.-
--.
:
,
Think me insane if you must, but I just can't see ,
how two wrongs make a right. It is certainly true that Black '
have been terribly mistreated in our nation's history, but is that
a license for revenge? Discrimination should be fought were
ever it may be found; everyone should be given a fair chance.
. The problem is you can't fight discrimination with
disrimination. To do so would only insure that it wins. The .
work place should be made as fair as possible, but that is all.
Let me list the deficiencies of affirmitive action: .
1) It has a negative effect on those mat work with
someone that has benifited from affirmitive action. Many will
believe that the someone in question only earned their job
because of their race or gender. They'll naturally assume that
that person really isn't qualified for the job and will treat the
person accordingly. They might even fear losing their jobs or
promotions to people aided by affirmitive action. . This is --
hardly the type of situation that engenders good will.
2) The person themselves that benifited from
affirmitive action will be forced to wonder if they, got in
through merit or through some quota. They'll contend with
self-dou- bt and the ill-feelin- gs of their fellow workers. Work
would soon become an unhappy place to be.
3) A company, while meeting quotas, will often
' not go over the quota limit. If they have to hire forteen'
minorities then they'll hire forteen and no more. Thus, a
qualified individual may be left out simply because they were
last in line for affirmitive action, not because there weren't
availible jobs. ,
Dessert:
Russian Spying -
.
It is amazing how Washington and so many others
have because nearly self-righto- us over Russian spying in our
embassy. On the face of it, we would seem to be jusified in our
anger. After all, the' embassy is soveriegn United' States
terrritory. The Russians in one sense have invaided our country
and just about everyone would agree that spying is unethical.
However, if you look past all of the rhetoric, youll see a
different picture.
Both sides try their best to spy on the other. The
Russians may have commlted crimes against our security, but we
.
have tried to do the same to theirs. It just so happens that in
this case the Russians have gotten the best of us They've won
- this round, so to speak. Angry indignation is fine for
politicians. It's part of the game they play. It won't make up
. for a failed security system. What the United States needs to do
is to do its best to fix the system and not allow this incident to
get in the way of the important stuff: ' Halting the arms race.
The After Diner Mint:
Michael Allen ; " - . V; ' ' '. ' :.
Let me add my voice to those that are both angry"
and disappointed at Mr. Allen's firing. I must say. that in this
world of Billions, he is one of the few people I respect.
-v
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Art Review:
who claims
Au. Strattoa
Art writer, rftgJZrrrtT Yoke
.
Gloria DeAicangeEs. whose
work is currently on display in Rick
Art Museum, addressed a group of
students and faculty in Prick lecture,
room on Tuesday. April 14. Her
dynamic lecture was accompanied by
a slide show of her work.
DeArcangelis, explores the
dark side of fife, often creating the
images that implicitly or explicitly
have strong violent overtones. Her
motives for choosing such
controversial subject matter stems
from her desire to face violence
boldly. In her lecture she explained
this by saying, "I guess I just don't
want to be a coward." She also
claimed mat her "greatest amhitinu
as an artist m be subversive.
Some of her work, b biographical m
the sense that it is the expression of
her one tmoikmil experience. In
spite of teimmvVmtt-nwuifcm- '
itself, she wants people to enjoy
lookmc at her work. A comment she
made during dm lecture sheds
light on mis seeming
A sculptor
to be both and neither
"duality and ambivalence are the
spice of life." A quantity of spice
abounds in this collection.
DeArcangelis mterpretaticn
of the one pieces in particular
provided some insightLiu intouuv hermm
uniqueUJU UC -- - imageryUUJCIJ. , ,"Ar Lessonmmmvm in
Youth" is a portrait or a friend of
ikthe artistmU who was nenistentp rs ina
pressing her to go hunting with
him. DeArcangelis portrays her
w i r
echoing the style of Reaassia.ee
artist Michelangelo. The figure
stands oa a representative of water
which symbolized, along' with the
flower that blossoms from his neck.
his inn When ha loses, has
: h. .n .k nW
w. nMtn rfnik
....
.i
for the concept of the Garden off
sm The skull beneath the water is
a reference to the head of Adam sad
i . : .. i. K-- wi tiw.
figure holds a dead rabbit, while the
other hand seems to questioa "why?"
and a painter
In its ambiguity, the viewer is
invited to discover his or her own
affinity with the emotions the
subject evokes,
DeArcangelis is an
Assistantw Professor- of Sculpture awl i
Drawing--
" O at Oberlin College. She'
obtained her Bachelor of Fine Arts .
and Master of Fine Amrts degree from !'
toe nuiaoeipma umjcss v ihi
the University of Washington
-
.rti.i. Her work will be oa
display ia Frick through April 26.
IWidmg a sharp contrast
with the show at Frick is the student
exhibit at McKenrie Gallery this
week. It features a series of black
and . while photographic prints by
Aadnew Mark Taylor. The show
nnaed with a well-attend- ed
.i. Unl tha 13th and
will continue to the 18th.
' r.i .? Taylor developed sixty'
rolls , of film and laboriously
--
-
.v.
sheets (prints made by exposing
photographic paper in a series of
minatnre pictures) out of which he
chose to enlarge 42 prints for the
exhibit-
- The prints show Taylor's
well-develop- ed technical ability,
They are clean, precise, show strong
contrasts between light and
.
dark
tones, and their presentation
meticulous His compositions
generally cover a narrow scope.
wiuu r
abstractions in a few instances.
(Taylor's subjects vary from scenes
of movmg water to frozen forms, to
reflection, of the "
environment oa a npplmg surface of
.water. He used differeat shatter
speeds to achieve a variety of effects
with several pictures of similiar
scenes. A
water's awrmmt to be
im Uar while the rush of
water is suspended wuh great clanty
of form when the exposure is of
shorter dnraooa. "Coatemplauoas of
Water aad Form" is a . qaiet
celebration of the beauty of
SGA
ELECTION
RETURNS
On Wednesday. April 15th.
Student Government elections were
held in Lowry and Kitteridge Dining
Halls. The over-a- ll student turnout
was very low but considering the
timliness of the elections and the
overall campaigns of some of the
nominees, student voting was better
than usual.
In what was to be the
lightest race, incumbent President
Julie Rice took a commanding lead
over challenger Peter Bradford.
Overall figures put Rice at 314 to
Bradfords' 265.
In the race for . Vice
President of Student Affairs the
campus wittnessed another blow-o- ut
as Sandeep Bhatia easily downed
Steven Schrock. esq. Final reports
put Bhatia at 324 and Schrock at
225.
In the area of "uncontested"
it was an overwhelming show of
support for Cornell Carter who
carried a total of 487 votes for the
office of Vice President of Academic
Affairs.
Ken Klein won the
position of SGA Secretary with a
total of 420. Asha Pandya. the
incumbent Treasurer of SGA won
again with a total of 408. Mandy
Langley won fubuc Relations uuur
with a total of 441 aad John
Granato pulled out a squeeker for'
Social Services and Special Project
Chairperson with a total of 460.
The Wooster Voice would
like to extend it s congratulations wo
the new 1987-8- 8 Student
Association ' cabinet.
i
m0 m
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campus ai il,;cia. For Uus
it was decided and stated on the
posters on campus that the lecture
would be on "Personal Experiences
and Prevention."
Certainly SEX and AIDS
are eye catchers, but the fine print is
also important. That was our main
issue, and Mr. Thomas gave the
message loud and clear. The goal
was to let people look into
themselves and think what they can
do in helping prevent the epidemic,
but most important of all was to
help them take pride in themselves
and others by understanding that we
are mortals. The subject of death did
come up during the lecture several
times, but it was for people to take
a chance to look inside themselves
and love themselves so that they
could respect themselves. This goal
I found was achieved in both
lectures, which were highly attended.
Furthermore, the lecture was directed
to the entire campus with no
particualar audience in mind. The
only goal was the desire for students
to lake time to think about
themselves.
I would like to take time
to thank ISA. especially Pat Baurly
for her wonderful work. Thanks to
BSA for backing us up and to Pam
Frese and her class for letting Mr.
Thomas lecture on the following
Friday. Above all thanks to all
those who came. Because of you we
can make more programs for the
future. And believe me, Richard will
be there.
Mark E. Mizell
Should we not get
the facts?
Dear Editor.
It is now that time of
year when the big decisions are
being made, the decisions about
tenure. Who will receive it; who
will be denied? Professors Allen and
Copsey have been denied tenure, and
the complaints are mounting. But
shouldn't we first find out why they
were denied?
David A. Dean closed
"Allen Denied" in last week's Voice
with "Why was Michael Allen
fired?" This seems to be a very
relevant question. I have heard
nothing but good things about both
Allen and Copsey. In fact as an
English major I was looking forward
to taking a course with Allen before
I graduated. Now that option has
been. taken away from me, and this
is unfortunate. However, I don't
think it is our right to -- point
fingers. Dean says that the English
department suggested to the
Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee that Allen's tenure be
rejected. Shouldn't we look into
why they did it before we start
getting angry with the department?
Mr. Dean, some of your
statements simply nib me the wrong
way. Of course there are other
professors who students get to know
"in more than a superficial manner."
I have been on this campus less
than a year, and I can already think
of three, maybe four, who I know
' better than this.
It is easy to sit back,
feet up on our desks, and complain
about Allen's firing, the English and
Biology departments' faults, and the
Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee's mistakes. It is very
easy to do all this with little of no
understanding of why the decision
was made.
The Teaching Staff and
Tenure Committee is composed of
, eight faculty members. I have in
my first year here already had the
opportunity to take classes with two
of them. They are both intelligent,
. qualified instructors in their fields,
and if they approach their jobs on
this committee half as seriously as
they approach their students and
classes, then I am convinced that
they are doing the best jobs
possible under the. circumstances.
The real question is just what those
circumstances are. If it is Mr. Dean's
goal to blame faculty, pick on
departments, and attempt to
eliminate committees, then shouldn't
he first know some of the reasons
behind the decisions that these
departments, committees, and faculty
are making? It doesn't seem to me
that anyone is really sure of just
why Allen was denied tenure.
Shouldn't that be our first goal?
Then we can start pointing fingers,
because then we will know in which
direction to point them and why.
William Van Cleave
Hope comes
from believing
Dear Editor.
In reply to the last
week's editorial "A Moral Doseful,"
about Richard Thomas' lecture on
AIDS. I disagree with the opinion
that Richard's lecture was a failure.
A few weeks ago. "the
poster that read "I have AIDS and I
want to share my exprience with
you" caught my eye. I am a.
Biology major and having read the
numerous articles in newpapers and
magazines concerning the dreadful
epidemic of AIDS. I thought it would
be interesting to hear from a man
who has this disease. It surely
aroused my curiosity.
I confess, like David
Dean mentioned, attending a lecture
about a man with AIDS felt a little
odd and out of place for me, yet to
my surprise. Babcock lounge was
filled with quite a number of people.
Like myself, the whole audience was
curious to meet this man, and I
hardly believe anybody was there to
listen to the medical jargon. The
audience didn't actually know what
to expect.
Richard Thomas startled
the audience by boldly introducing
himself as "I am gay, and I have
AIDS." With confidence and
self-assuranc-e, he told us about
himself and bis past. He outrightly
admitted that he had abused his
body, both mentally and physically.
Yet his main intentions were not to
tell us about AIDS, but he geared his
lecture towards the audience and
wanted to know more about us.
Richard directed the subject to 1
shoulds," hoping to know what we
believe we should be doing with
ourselves. The response from the
students was overwhelming.
Everybody suddenly seemed to
mingle together, telling each other
the basic human deficiencies more
patience, better listener, more
studying, etc. Suddenly, this
strange man with this 'odd disease
became a part of us. Soon the
audience didn't seem to perfect after
all, gazing at this strange man who
had commited a deadly crime.
Richard seemed a man like everyone
else who had made a mistake and
accepted his punishment. What he
was trying to focus on was that we
are struggling in one way or another
to better our lives and achieve
happiness. He resented being called
a "victim;"AIDS astonishingly
enough has given him a new side of
life. He learned to know and respect
Guess where this picture was taken? If you guessed The Wooster Vo ice, you're correct. After hours and hours of
searching for old photographs of The Voice I landed on this photo from 1923. It was featured in the Index the same
year and appeared as advertisement for The Voice the year after. Photo supplied by David A-- Dean,
himself. Richard tried to show us
that he is not an outcast condemed
by his awful disease, but a human
like you and me. It was interesting
to note at the end of the program
Richard p'assed a mirror, asking
some students to look straight at
their faces and say "I. accept
myself." or "I forgive myself." Not
one student could boldly look into
-- the mirror and repeat the
words without doubt ot skepticism.
Sometimes we do get too
wrapped up in our hectic world and
forget to look within ourselves and
ponder over our lives. Society
indeed has become too lax in its
social.' moral. and sexual
responsibility and sometimes we
need people like Richard Thomas to
remind us that we indeed are mortal.
I greatly admire his willingness to
live and share his life with us. He
did fail to show us' the dreadful
medical aspect of AIDS, yet he
certainly succeeded in showing us
that there is still hope. And that
hope comes from believeing in
yourself!
Monica Sharma
beginning were the main item on
the agenda during the annual First
Section General Meeting. Held in
Armington Formal lounge (the
housing for First Section) the
meeting began with a informal
speech by out-goin- g President for
1986-8- 7 William Porter ("88).
Porter's - administration.
primarily responsible for making
First Section more visable on the
campus, was plagued witn tne
unfortunate "Incident - scenario
which' proved that unity and
brotherhood could be strengthened
through adversity. Other members of
the ' executive committee included
Senior David Dean.
Treasurer. Senior John Fansciow.
The Long
and Windy
Road
THE MEN OF FIRST SECTION DO IT
WITH CLASS: COCHRAN ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF FIRST SECTION
Fanselow awarded Knighthood
McKee awarded Flame
New leadership and a fresh Resident Assistant, Junior Robert
Murphy, Secretary, and Junior Jason
Rouse, Vice-Preside- nt.
Last Saturday the men of
First Section attended their annual
formal, held at the Quaker Square
Hilton. As is customary the new
officers were inducted.
President-Ele- ct Dale Cochran (88)
: was on hand to accept the gavel
given by out-goin- g President
William Porter. "I'm 'a man of very
fcw few words but I would like to
'say that I hope that you will all.
support me and the . executive
J officers next year." commented
President-Ele- ct Cochran. Following
the speech by Cochran the
presentation of the annual
Knighthood and Flame Award were
commenced. The Knighthood Award,
which is given to the Senior who
best exemplifies the! 'positive
qualities of Beta- - Kappa Phi, was
presented to Senior John Fansciow.
The Flame Award, which is given to
the individual who has perfected the
art of flaming ( who has lived life
dangerously, so I am told) . was
presented to Senior . Jeff "Mic"
McKee. I
Members of the 1987-8- 8
executive committee are as follows;
David Hunter C88). Treasurer, Jason
Rouse C88). Vice President, Robert
Aberaathy (89). Secretary, and
: Diglio Simoni fti). Resident
Assistant.
MacPhail and Bowles
to present "Gender
Issues in Development"
rev
Y5
4
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Fiona MacPhail and Paul
Bowles, two economists from the
University of Guelph in Ontario,
Canada, will make a presentation on
Gender Issues in Devetpoment: An
Agricultural Case Study in South
Sulawesi. Indonesia." Their
presentation will be at 11:00 ajn.
on Thursday. April 23, in Lean
Lecture Room (located in Wishart
Hall on the corner of University and
Bowman Avenue), and it will be
open to the Wooster community.
S4904HDVIB
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MacPhail. now with the
University School of Rural Planning
and Development at Guelph. has a
M.A. in Development Economics
from the University of
Sussex (England) and is presently
completing a M.A. in Rural
Development at the University of
Guelph. Bowles, who has a M.A.
from the London School of
Economics, is presently with the
continued on page eight
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REVIEW AND NEWS ANALYSTS
continued froni page one
and its' editorial board. However,
there were mixed reactions regarding
the Board's decision to discontinue
the Review. "By shutting down The
Review it may awaken the college to
the fact that one should never take
anything for granted." Commented
Safford. Discontinuation of a student
publication is nothing new to The
College of Wooster. In 1985 The
Wooster Voice, the student run
newspaper, shut down its' presses in
protest to student apathy, and in
1986 the editorial board of The
Voice cancelled publication for one
week until the Publications
Committee could locate a faculty
advisor. "Its not hurting the
department (English) or the school,
its only hurting the students."
commented junior English major
Mary Cox. Cox also
disclosed that several members of
the Review were not in support of
the discontinuation of The Review.
Although The Review has
been under the auspices of the
Fnolich rVnartment this does not
however dictate autonomy. "We as a
board agreed not to work on the
Review. This does not mean that
r
next year tlicre won't be a Review."
commented Barclay. Certainly the
future looks' dim as most of the
editorial board suported the measure
not to continue support. The college
has two options; either it can
allocate funding and locate another
advisor or it can discontinue the
publication until a suitable advisor
is located. Certainly the future looks
dim for the Wooster Review. The
support from a dedicated advisor and
editorial board are both lacking at
this point and its appears that next
year Wooster will be without the
necessary tools and dedication
required to continue.
a simple paper. Who in hell is
going to teach them to write? At
Wooster it is assumed that writing
will be aquired within the
individual's respected department.
The problem in that philosophy is
that no one can understand anyone
else's writing. The "common
language" is sorely neglected and
only the English Department can
bring back the ABCs of writing. The
4
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He may not look like every-
body's idea of a cancer specialist.
But there's strong evidence
that your greengrocer has
access to cancer protection you
won't find in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli. Peaches. Cante-loupe-s.
Spinach. And other
sources of Vitamin A related to
lowering the risk of cancer of the
larynx and esophagus. Not to
decision was a- - sort of "shot in the
foot" for those involved while
college PR and Departmental
prestige remained untarnished.
Reality will-sho- w that the decision,
made in haste .was a decision that
will have repercussions for years to
come. Even if the college locates a
new advisor, which I hardly doubt, it
will take years to develop a staff and
a program the likes of which
Michael Allen created. If people in
Galpin think - the English
Department is going to assume
control of The Review, boy are they
in for a surprise. Not only has it
taken years to develop some sort of
navagation through all the
personalities within the Department
but involvement is like screaming
AIDS in a closed elevator; everyone
runs away from the problem only to
discover there is no escape.
Wooster can be proud that
something so beautiful has slipped
Is
through our fingers once again. My
hat's off to the English Department.
As the old saying goes. "That's
another fine mess you've got us into
Ollie."
t r
V 1
mention sweet potatoes, carrots,
pumpkin, winter squash, toma-
toes, citrus fruits and brussels
sprouts.
Vegetables such as cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, fcohl-ra- bi
and cauliflower may help
reduce the risk of gastrointesti-
nal and respiratory tract cancer.
Fruits and vegetables (and
whole grain cereals such as
Help Wanted
The Academic Computing
Center has six positions available
for College of Wooster students next
year who can work as operators for
20 hours each week while school is
in session and during the spring
break, for a total of 32 weeks, - If
you are the right person we will pay
you $4.25 per hour for a total of
$2720 during the year. r
You must be able to work
shifts that are no less than two
hours long throughout the academic
year. Students who can arrange their
schedules for longer shifts so as to
minimize schedule complexity, and
those with little or no change in
schedule for the Fall and Spring
semesters will be prefered. '
Duties include checking
in and out computer software and
documentation, mounting and
dismounting magnetic tapes,
distribution of computer "printouts
and computer center handouts,
making copies, minor maintenance
and supply of computing machinery,
and maintaining a variety of
logbooks to document these
activities. No previous experience
is required. Training will be
iWr ft
OLD CZTJ1 B"E At"Ji
oatmeal, bran and wheat) may
help lower the risk of colorectal
cancer.
m short, make sure you do
what your mother always told --
you to i do. Eat yourvegetables.
provided at the start of the fall m
semester. Those who can be
courteous and considerate in their
relations with computer users will be
given first consideration. .
The Academic Computing
Center will not hire more than six
students to fill these positions. If --
this announcment does not succeed
in locating six students who can
guarantee x.u nours m ub
within our schedule each week
throughout our 32 week academic
year, some other way to provide
computer operation service to
campus computer users will be
found.
Interested students must
see the Student Employment Office
to pass an initial screening before
Friday. April 24. 1987. If there are
enough qualified applicants.
Computer Center interviews will be
" I lit. Mil aF name litisJ 1 ajllJ mi UH wuw wm
semester (before May 8. 1987).
continued from page seven
Department of Economics at Guelph.
Their presentation on
gender issues in development is
uaawj uimu ikiu wvi& mjuuuvu-- u in
Indonesia from March through
November of 1986. The specific"'
focus of their research is upon
women's economic contributions in
rice production. Whereas past'
research on the effects of
development upon women has
treated the household as the basic
unit of analysis and generally
i ) i . t . j , . ,vunviuucu uiai ucvciujiiiciii 1 1
positive effects upon women.
MacPhail and Bowles attempt to"
examine the more specific effects of.
development on women within the
household and question the
established wisdom that
to
development inevitably improves
the status and position of women. ,
Fcr year ccayer.L-r.e-e
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Men's Track Finishes Third at Ohio
Chuck Brady
gym whut.hc yaatcr .lata
With qualifying standards
issued this past week for the 1987
outdoor track conference meet, the
College of Wooster Fighting Scots
travelled to Ohio Wesleyan
University for a meet with OWU,
Denison, Wittenberg, and
Muskingum. Denison, the defending
NCAC champion, won. the meet with
iu6 points, followed by Muskingum
(87). Wooster (71), Wittenberg (16).
and OWU (4).
Wooster's only first
place finisher of the day- - was
sophomore Scott Michalek in the
3000m steeplechase, who walked j
down a Muskingum opponent with :
over 600 meters to go to win in ;
9:51.8 seconds. Also turning in an
exceptional performance was pole
vaulter Jeff Waugh, who finished
second with a season best vault of
Women's Lax Loses Two
Robert Murphy
SporarFmtmn Writrr w"- - va
Women's lacrosse
finally got off the ground last
Wednesday, April 8, . with an 8--6
victory over Oberlin College. This
follows a long period of inactivity
for the Lady Scots, who have seen
their first two games of the season
buried under spring snow.
.
. Played in Severance
Stadium under clear skies and with a
crisp breeze, both teams showed a
fair amount of "rust" in their play,
from the extended layoff from actual
games. The first, half saw lots of
dropped passes from both sides.
This half also saw lots of scoring..
as neither defense had really wanned
up to its game. Senior Co-Capta-in
Liddy Williams led off scoringJor
; the Scots. Sophomore Aane .
j Hanrahan's outstanding play oh
offense led her to 2 goals during the
first half, with, Megan Lutz and
outstanding Freshman Nancy Heard
also contributing a goal apice to
round out the half at 5-- 4, in favor of I
the Scots.
As the second half
progressed, the game settled down
quite a bit, as both defenses began
to get' into the strides of their j
games. Repeating goals for Wooster
were again .Williams, Heard, and ;
HMffalhanjuttinghecotsver
: last week, is also on track to break
va Wooster record. . With nine
homeruns, he is likely to set a new
' mark for homeruns. He shares the
current record of 16 with Mike Knox
and Dave Kessler. Currently, Sforzo
' leads the team in batting with an
Piscetta, Sforzo Lead Baseball Against
Kenyon in Four-gam- e
: by News Services ' -
Senior pitcher Rob
Piscetta (New Milford. ConnJ New
Milford H.S.) and classmate Rfck
Sforzo (ClevelandHoly Name H.S.)
will lead the Scot baseball team into
an important four-gam- e series with
North Coast Athletic Conference
rival Kenyon this weekend. .. .. : i
'Piscetta, who packed up
, two victories: last week to raise ids
record to 7-- 0, is on target to break
the Wooster, record for mostf
victories in one: season 11) set 'by
Russ Crawford in 1977.' In addition
to victories, Piscetta leads the team
' and the conference in strikeouts
(52), innings pitched (4113) and
earned run average (2.40). :s? ;
Sforzo, who was 5-- 11 :L
average of .463 and runs batted in
; with 29.
.
-
' Joining Sforzo ' is
junior first baseman Mike O'Brien
(WoosterWoostef rH.S.), - who5 is
batting 326 with fivejbomenms and
26 runs batted s in, , and. - sophomore
third .baseman Gary McConnell
(BrunswickBrunswick. KS.). who u
hitting .410 with five homeruns and
11 runs batted in.
Through 23 games, 12
14'6". Wooster's middle distance
crew also had a fair day as they took
second, fourth, and .fifth in the
800m run. Chuck Brady was second
for the Scots in 1:39.8, following
him were Dave Dean and Bob Jones,
in 2:00 and 2:01 respectively.
Jones and Brady also combined to '
take second and third in the 1500
meter run. Jones' 4:05 and Brady's
4:06 qualified bom for the upcoming
conference championship. At the
'top by two. ' . -
.' On defense.. the Scots
were led by Senior Co-Capta- in Lisa "
Blackadar and Sophomore Jess
Skolnikof. Blackadar was relentless
in her total harassment of any
Oberlin offensive player with , the
balL Also playing a big role was
Scot goal-keep- er Sarah Heath, who
had nine saves.
After the Game,
second-yea- r Coach Sheila Noonan
called the game "spotty" after the
long layoff from their Spring Break
games. Nonetheless, she was
pleased with the way the defense
'
scored uo into the second half of the
- fr
of Wooster's 14 position players are
batting above 300, including senior
outfielder Gary Hall ., (Wixom,
Mich.Tiffin --Ohio, H.S.). junior
second baseman Rob Howerton
(ShelbyShelby H.S.). senior
outfielder Dave Peterjohn (Shaker
HeightsShaker Heights H.S.),
freshman outfielder Matt iHiestand
(Old FortOld Fort
-
H.S.),
.
juniorl
. i
catcher Kevin Howard (XeniaXenia
H.SX senior second baseman Brian
Sullivan (WadsworthWadsworthl
H.S.), senior designated hitter Petel
Meyer (GreencasUeCreencastle H.S.M
and senior outfielder Mike Kostyackl(BereaBerea H.S.).
Wesleyan
long distance level. Wooster runners
Paul Fleming and Todd Fach finished
second and third (15:34 and 15:39 I
respectively) in the 5000 meter run..
The hurdle events were another (
strong point for the Scots. In the.
110 high hurdles John Mandryk ran
15.8 for second and LeRoy Reese
followed in fourth in 16J seconds.
Vance Russell and Chris Shilts both
qualified for conference in only their
second attempt at the 400 IM
game. "Everyone was very' anxious
to play in this game.' and it took
quite a --while for everyone to settle
down and play their best." 7
Noonan noted, that it
took the team a while to adjust to
the Ohio officials, as the officials
on their Florida, break trip allowed a
much more physical game. However,
there were many members of the
Oberlin team who seemed get quite a
share of painfull blows. -- .
For their game tomorrow
at Kenyon, Noonan will have been
drilling the ; team on midfield .
passing connections, which were
very weak - against Oberlin. Two
Rugby 2-- 0 After
Home Opener
, 7 -- Last. Saturday, the
Wooster - Rugby Football. Club.
(W.R.F.C.) hosted Ashland College
on the quad in their first home game
of the season. Throughout the first .
40 minutes - of play . both teams :
fought' off near scoring drives, -- as'
the hatftime whistle blew with score ;
'deadlocked at 0--0. T V"-'r- ;
--
:
-'--
'K The second haIC
however,' saw the WJLF.C; make its
move' with 'the first score " of (tie,.
game.' It came on a play in whkh
scrum "half , Jehan Canagaretna took'
the ball around to the short side and :
found support from Ted' MerkeL-Merke- l
then raced some 30 yards :
into the endzone for the four-poi- nt
hurdles. Russell was mini in 58.8,
while Shilts took fourth in 59.1. ..'
- The Track team has a
busy week" coming up with a-Wedne- sday
meet against Oberlin and
Hiram in their first home meet of;
the year, and the prestigious Akron
Invitational
.
this
.
Saturday.
; t
-- other , weak - spots: offense and
defense around goal
Due to the "snow-outs- ",
the Lady Scott will be on the road
for most of April, though most of
their games are in the NCAC and are
within easy driving distanse." After
facing off against Kenyon
tomorrow, the next'' women's
lacrosse " game will ' be against :
traditional powerhouse
Denison, in Granville, on
Wednesday,
.
April 15
"t.v'..: '
-
.jcore. Merkel later scored a second
.iry and also added -- another three
points on a 35 yard kick for goaL
' Wooster nearly got the
shutout. However. Ashland managed
to score oh a penalty play with time
running out.'. The final whistle saw .
the WJU.C take the win 11-- 4. :
.;. yXeam Captain Rob
Montgomery credited the entire
squad in the win. , The second half
was a' great display of team work,
.everyone had a share of the victory.
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A Coach Wooster Is Lucky to Have
Christopher SkQts
Usual afternoon scene in
the P.E.C.: track coach Craig
Penney's door open, busy
work recruiting. fixing
entries other coaches and athletes
swarm the small room,
affectionately referred to as the
"track party."
Aubrey Munroe for the past
three months has injured himself
everytime he has stepped on the
track, causing worry and frustration
for Penney. Dennis Rice, distance
coach for the men and women's track
teams, quips logical reasoning,
relating with the athlete, explaining
training options to save what could
turn out to be a disasterous. unlucky
and unfortunate year for Munroe.
Dennis Rice could
perhaps be the mystery man of the
P.E.C., a ghost hiding in the dark
shadows of day. keeping his own
hourssignificant to his
individualistic attitude. In the late
afternoons, however. Rice's presence
on the track has been vital to the
improvement of the distance
runners. The mid-afternoo- ns are for
himself, training for the Perm Relay
10.000 event. "I do the work Craig
needs me to do (in the afternoon),
and I coach men and women's middle
by News Services - c :.
The Lady Scot tennis team
hopes to get back on the winning
track this week when it hosts North
Coast Athletic Conference rivals
Case Western Reserve (April 15) and.
Allegheny (April 18) in Wooslcr's '
only home matches of the "season. --v
After dropping maicheS- - '
distances, and I " recruit at night,"
explains Rice, defensively, as if
people are expecting more of him.
"I'm pretty much of an individual,
when it comes right down to it. I
stick to my business," adds Rice,
and what his business is is working
with athletes; 1 work with distance'
people, that's what Craig hired me'
to do."
Rice's track record is
strong. He was an All-A- m erican in
track and cross-countr- y for Edinboro
before graduating in 1983, and still
runs, sponsoring Etonic. He talks
of his past in a carefree manner,
perhaps honestly modest of his
accomplishments, an attitude which
may have caused others to ignore
his track knowledge as a coach. As
an athlete and coach, the track is his
officeno screwing around, put up or
shut up. The work habits, attitude,
and results of Rice's distance runners
have seen some considerable
advancements since he took over
last year. Rice grimaces, thinking
back to when he got his first chance
to coach his inheritance: " when I
first got here last year it was so
clueless to running.., so different to
what I was used to."
Rice felt the attitude
Men's Lacrosse Wins Big
by Craig Lombardi
Last Wednesday
afternoon, the Fighting Scots men s
lacrosse team recorded its first
victory of the season with a 14-- 9
win over Wittenberg. They also
snapped a 13 game losing streak
which dated far back into last
season. The victory was a result of
some excellent offensive play by
Frank Windsor and Tim Abrains.
Along with the great
offensive display cmae that hard
hitting, intimidating defense
spearheaded by Karl Perm and his
wrecking crew. Perm displayed the
same type of hellacious defense that
can be seen every Saturday afternoon
on the gridiron. His lacrosse
number differs (29. not 9). but the
result is the same intimidation!
Wooster for the first
time all season failed to fall. behind
early. A lot of the early success was
due to the play of Frank Windsor,
who recorded six goals and two
assists. He leads the North' Coast
Athletic Conference in scoring with
25 goals. Right behind Windsor is
Konrad Gesner who is second in the
conference in scoring and leads the
team in assists with 13. Tim
Abrams played his best game of the
season, scoring three goals and
adding two assists.
It seemed as though the
Fighting Scots finally found what
they were missing team unity.
They played well as a team in all
aspects of the game. Our hats go
off to the Fighting Scots for their
fine performance last Saturday.
Last Sunday and
Tuesday the Scots lost two
heart breakers; 12-1- 1 in overtime to
the Cleveland Lacrosse Club, and
12-- 7 to Kenyon. They were also
humiliated by the number 1 Division
III team in the country, Ohio
Wesleyan. 25-- 1.
w This Saturday they will
host Ohio State on the Soccer field
t 3 : 0 0 .
Women's TennisJLboks for Winning
Combination AgainsjtvCase Reserve
against Den ison (8-- 1) and Akron
(7-2- ). the Lady Scots' record fell to
4-- 8 and 0-- 2 in the NCAC. Junior
Kirsten Patton (Georgetown,
Ky.Scott County .S.) continues to
lead the way for Wooster with a
jrecord of ' 12-- 3 at.No. 1 singles.
was wrong. Too many people were
concerned -- with "areas unrelated to
track. The decline of the Wooster
program is attributed to the
withdrawl from the OAC to form the
NCAC where he feels that although
there are some outstanding athletes,
there isn't much depth-proba- bly due;
to the dedication to academics. !
"Yes. I realise that
academics are important," states
Rice, but in the same frame wonders
why someone makes a commitment
to a sport and can't keep it for two
hours a day on the track a
philosophy similar to that of Scot
football Head Coach Bob Tucker,
whose usual pre-seas- on speech
relates to the fact that no matter
what kind of problem occurred off
the field, it can't be solved on the
field, so forget about it-- What both
coaches are trying to say is that
outside thoughts hinder the
aggressiveness of the athletes.
Rice became a mentor
to the distance runners, unaware of
the omnipotent presence of track
hell looming in the future. Pain
aids in results. Rice asked for, and
got, both. Chris Trivers is an
example of one of Rice's babies.
"Last year he was fifteen pounds
overweight...but now that he's
closer to the weight that he should
be, and he knows how to run, his
times have dropped," says Rice. For
example, in the 5000 last season.
Trivers' best time of the season was
approximately 16:50. Already this
season he has run 15:40 (lt
Wednesday he won the 1500). Todd
Fach, although still "wimpy" at
times, is showing signs of gaining
aggression and confidence, no
longer afraid to take the lead, and
knowing when to take it. Rice's
goal is to help build confidence in
the runners and to get them to
concentrate on goals of national
meet standards instead of lower
plateaus. "Sometimes --people get
upset at me for not patting them on
the butt, or saying 'good job'," says
Rice, "but that's because I expect a
lot more from them...they're racing
at higher levels, and the team
(distance) as a whole is
improving...but not yet.;."
Before it's time for
bellowing splits, urging people to
run faster. Rice works out alone far
different from his athletes, more
distance, high quality track
workouts. He runs for himself and
his own times, keeping faith with
his individualistic altitude. His next
personal hurdle is the 10,000 at the
Perm Relays later this month.
But what about the
future? It is evident that Dennis
Rice is a capable middle distance
coach and is - experienced in
cross-countr- y. Rice has individual
meetings with each of his runners, --
explaining the course of the year,
setting goals for that individual. He
'fulfills his part of the bargain.
taking short-cut- s to quicker results.
To some it seems that he has a
lackadaisical attitude, maybe even
incompetent. Those who think that
have never witnessed his dedication
. to the sport of track and field. Rice
is unaware whether or not hell
return next year, but he wishes to.
"for the sake of the kids." His
reasoning, like in any
sport, is that when an athlete
becomes accustomed to a coach's
workouts and expectations, it's hard
for the athlete to adapt to a new
.
coach. What the previous coach had
tried to attain is lost in the
transition of the coaches. The men
.and women's middle distance corps
have come a long way in Rice's two
years, and in all justification, --there
should be a few more.
Golf Faces Impressive Field at Penn State Invitational
by News Services
After finishing fifth at
the 20-tea- m Parlor Invitational over
the weekend, the Scot golf team will
battle some of the top teams in the
East at the Penn State Invitational
April 18-1- 9.'
Sophomore Davis
Houck (MansfieldMansfield
Christian H.S.). who shot rounds of
78-82-- 79 to finish in a tie for 16th
at the Parlor Invitational with a
score of 239. leads Wooster this
season with an average of 79.4. He
is joined by senior Mike Collins
(WoosterWooster H.S.), who also
finished 16 th in the event with
rounds of 82-78-- 79 for a total of
239. Collins is averaging 80.6
strokes per round this season.
Senior Tad Mason (CantonGlen Oak
H.S.), who is averaging 83.1, andjunior Dave Kilfoyle
(LyndhurstBrush H.S.), who is
averaging 85.1, each shot 244 at
the Parlor Invitational. Junior
Jamie Ross . (EastlakeWilloughby
South H.S.) carded a 245 at the
event and is now averaging 833.
Skies will be -- mostly cloudy today ith a slight chance of
rain and a high of 55 to 60." Tonight promises to be
variably cloudy with a slight chance of showers and a low
of 40 . to 45. This holiday weekend is shaping up superbly
weatherwise with .warm and dry conditions on tap. Skies
will be partly to mostly sunny both Saturday and Sunday
with mostly clear skies each night. Highs will range from
60 to 65 on Saturday and 73 to 78 on Sunday. Lows both
mornings, will be in the 47 to 52 range. TRIVIA; In the
period 1950 through 1967, more than 8, 0U0 people perished
in the United States by the effects of extreme heat.
WGWS Open House
WCWS will have an open
house on Wednesday. April 22,
1987 from 2.-0-0 P.M. to 4:00 PM.
Students, faculty, administrators,
and all other employees of The
College of Wooster are codially
invited to attend this occasion.
Many changes have occulted at the
college radio station during die past
year which have enabled the station
to become a unique leader in many
respects, and this is all the more
reason for those who have visted it
in the past to visit this faculity
again. For those who have never
visited the station, it would prove to
be a very educational and invaluable
experience in seeing another aspect
of this campus. Various managment
and linestaff will be present to
answer any questions or listen to
suggestions that you might have for
WCWS. Yon can tour the station on ,
your own or take one of the guided
tours which will be offered. WCWS
91.9 FM is located on the second
floor of Wishart HalL Refreshments
will be served for this exciting
event.
The numerous
improvements made at the station,
ia 1986-8- 7 would not have been
possible without , the hard work and
dedication of the staff. ImrstafT. and
nunagmenf. Ia addirion, the quality
advising that the
makiag - maay of these
uuptoveBiffnts. ....
Ia , 1986, the station
recruited and maintamrrf that largest
staff in history which resulted ia
WCWS hrrnrning the largest stndeat
organizatjoa on campus. More
oav-camp- us events were aired than
ever in the past.' The Air Monitor, a
monthly newsletter of WCWS for
the staff, was established. The
bulletin board in the hallway outside
of the studios was converted into a"
showcase which featured
up-to-da-te articles pertaining to the
radio field. The College of Woostd
radio station was die first and only
station to participate in the 1986
Wooster United Way Parade. The
most complete 3 --day weather
forecasts and ski reports were aired
to the public. Several new pieces of
equipment were purchased for the
staion including two furnfahlrs and a
stereo monitoring system in the
management and general offices.
There have been several
notable highlights thus far in 1987
at WCWS. The Be My Valentine
contest was run again this year and
it ended up being the largest contest
in history with $700.00 worth of
prizes given away. The Mayor of
Wooster. J. Clyde Brenneman. drew
the winning names for this contest.
Station efficiency was increased
when the managment and general
offices were relocated and
reorganized. A special emphasis
was placed on die development of a
variety of program features
this semester. WCWS conducted the
largest public relations campaign
ever by distributing hundreds of
program guides across Wayne
County. Recently, a compact disc
player was installed to keep on the
cutting edge of broadcasting
excellence, and another
hPT" became operational in the
production . studio. --The staton
now become, affiliated with College
Music' Journal. . a . nationally
acclaimed ssusae publication, which
WCWS reports to bi-mont- hly and
appears in print.' ;
- The philosophy of the
station this year has been one of
experiential learning and
commitment to excellence ia
broadcasting. By coming to the
open house, yon will be. able to
experience this philosophy along
"with-a- ll of The improvements
r;...i.
ruiArxn
Take advantage of the wealth ofknowledge
available from your Government-- The U.S.
Government Printing Office lias produced a
new catalog. It tells about the most popular
books sold by the Government--near- ly ;
1,000 in alL Books on sericulture, business,
children, diet, energy, health, history,
space, and much more. For a tree
copy of this new catalog, write ,
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C 20013
-
mmn
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Teaching and Tenure: Everything You Wanted To ICnow
But Were Afraid To Ask ijr vV.
A beginner's guide to Wooster's tenure process
Ia order for a person to
become a teacher at the College of
Wooster a postioa hat to be
established. This is done by the
Educational Policy Committee (EPC) --
which is chaired by the faculty.
Glenn Bucher. The EPC recicves
requests for positions from the
different departments and then on
the basis of curricular priorities, k
approves certain positions. It is
then op to the ' president of the
College, Henry Copeland. to label
the positions as either visiting
(where in most cases a short term
is established) or as tenure.
tract..
The department under
which a position opening is
established, is then required by
federal law and College policy to
conduct a national search for
possible candidates Then both the
deparment and die Teaching Staff
and Tenure Committee deliberate on
who should be interviewed. The
Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee is made up of Don i
Harword. the Vice-Preside- nt of I
Academic Affairs, who acts as the
functional chairperson, president
Copeland and six elected
representatives. The faculty
representatives are elected by the
whole faculty and serve for . three
years. This year the faculty
representatives on the Teaching.
Staff and. Tenure Committee are
Richard Bell and Ron Hustwit from'
Philosophy. Yvonne Williams from
Black Studies, Jim Ran from Speech
and Joanne Frye and Larry Stewart
from English. The Dean of Faculty
serves on the committee without
vote, and Debra Hilty, the
Affirmative Action Officer meets
with the committee but does not
have a voting privelege. The
Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee along with the
denartment bold interviews with the
candidates and sit in on a classj taught by
.
the candidate.
(This is usually a day long process.
'The Teaching Staff and Tenure
Committee then receives . the't KfinyM-nHafin- m which if given to
the president of the College. The
president then . delivers a .
recommendation to the Board of
Trustees for final approval. Akrax
with the departments, the Teaching
Staff and Tenure Committee also'
evaluates faculty for promotions.
renewal and tenure. This year fivo
people were considered for contract
renewal... one. was not approved.
Michael , Allen of the English
department was the one person who
did not recieve a contract renewal.
Ia the cases of Allen Copsey
(Boilogy y and ; Carol Taylor
(English) boh assigned visiting
positions r which- - - were - later
re-evalu- ated as tenure tract. They
both were, finalists in the national
search piocess however neither were
offered a coatraet.
n m w .
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Newman Club: 11 Letting Go"
Are we willing to take the chance to start a new
friendship?
The 1986-8- 7 academic
year comes to its close, and the will
to work is at an all-ti- me low for
many of as. Now whether the year
is grinding or racing to a hah, plans
are being laid in anticipation of
transitions. New classes, new
housing, new friends, new status,
new jobs.
Bat die role of the new is
not only to add to the old, but also,
in some cases, to replace it. And
with this replacing comes process of
letting go. - This is especially true
for those among as who will be
graduating, transferring, or leaving
for whatever reason. This process is
by no means simple, easy, or
enjoyable. It is, however, necessary
if we are to continue growing.
Unless we are able to draw the many
sections of oar lives to points of
closure, there is so much unfinished
business drawmg on ear energy and
concentration that it becomes
difficult to make room for anything
or anyone new.
The College of Wooster's Gospel Choir presents...
-
' : -
-- .
We can choose to focus
our attention on the past or the
future, but either option can lead to
overshadowing the present. With
each letting go, there is a catching
hold of something new on the other
side. Are we willing to take the
chance to start a new friendship at
this late a date, or have we already
resigned ourselves to just "hang in
there" for the rest of the semester?
At this time of the year,
the Jewish community is celebrating
Passover and the Christian
community is celebrating the
Resurrection of Jesus. It is a time
for liberation and renewal among
IB
Guest Artist
Nina Hill, Rose of Sharon, Shelley Sipp, The Wright Family Singers
Easter Sunday, April 19, 1987
7:00 p.m.
McGaw Chapel
Co-sponsor-
ed by:
.
Black Womcn'o Organization Black Student Association
Harambee
Office ofBlack Student Affairs
For additional information calk (216) 263-254- 5
peoples. With the Springtime
comes the new life, rejuvenation,
and also change. The world around
us is coming back to life, but have
we even noticed? Let's not let these
next few weeks go unappreciated.
This moment is time just as every
moment that has gone before it and
every moment that will follow.
Don't wait until all the
problems are solved or all the bills
are paid.
Yoa will wait fovever
eternity win come and go and yoa
will still be
waiting.
live in the now with all
its problems and its agonies with its
joy and its pain.
Celebrate your pain your
despair your anger it means you're
alive.
Look closer breathe
deeper stand taller stop grieving the
past.
There is joy and beauty
today. It is temporary here now and
gone.
So celebrate it while
you caiu Celebrate the temporary."
ALLEN
CONTINUED
continued from page one
undertake a serious committment
toward developing a system whose
sole purpose is to enhance the
quality of student writing Skills,
which is undeniably a
fundamental bases for a well rounded
Liberal Arts education. It is our hope
that students and faculty alike who
are concerned about the future of
writing here at Wooster, will show
your support by directing your
efforts towards convincing the
present administration to adopt the
above program, which all other
GLCA schools have implemented.
We do not, through this article,
attempt to discredit the
achievements of Wooster"s Reading
and Writing Center as it has made
great strides towards aiding the
student. However, we firmly believe
that The College of Wooster must
adopt the above program which has
shown unprecidented success in the
ability to promote writing skills.
In conclusion, we wish
to leave you with a final
observation. It is oar strong belief
that Michael Allen is an ideal
candidate for waking said progiani
successful here at Wooster. Given
his tireless committment to the
students, and his unparalleled
the Tame of writing in a Liberal Arts
edncarinn. k appears to us mat mere
is no other logical choice for a
leader of said program, if adopted. --
However, even if you don't see
Michael Allen as we do, it is still
oar primary message that mis
jpMitmlm follow suit and adopt the
above . program. Any and all
concerned Please attend a meeting
to be held Monday April 20 at 7.-0-0
P.M. in Lowry HI.
i
